DIRECTIONS FOR UNIVERSAL DEFUSER

Fitting
1) (Crossbow not cocked at this point) Position the Universal U Bracket so that at least half or more
of the rear plastic rest that is located in the main body of the Defuser, rests on the top of the
crossbow barrel. If you have an SDS system, the green Adjustable U Pins need to go inside the
thumb holes on either side of the riser. If you have a Barnett Ghost model, the green Adjustable
U Pins need to be extended all the way open and secured.

2) Make sure that the green Adjustable U Pins are equal distance apart on all models by measuring
off of the main body. If the rear plastic of the defuser body does not rest on the crossbow
barrel, another method of un-cocking your crossbow will be necessary. Tighten the top 2 screws
once you have the pins adjusted properly.
3) Remove the defuser from the crossbow and firmly tighten both the top and bottom sets of
adjustment screws. You will only have to perform this once if adjusted properly. Now your
defuser is ready to use.

INSTRUCTIONS
1) After your crossbow is cocked and you need to un-cock/defuse it, make sure it is on safety and
place the crossbow across your lap or a flat surface, pointing in a safe direction.

2) Loosen the T knob which locks down on the steel wedge on your Crossbow Defuser.

3) Rest the nock end of your Defuser into the flight groove barrel and slide it slightly under the
retention spring on your crossbow.

4) Raise up the ball end and slide the U-bracket (T knob upright) over and down, resting on the
barrel between the riser and cables.

5) Now slide the nock end of the wedge under the retention spring, into the latch, and the serving
is tight inside the nock end of the Defuser. If the anti-dry fire mechanism is not depressed, the
crossbow will not fire. While holding the crossbow level, slide the U-bracket tightly against or
into the riser brace while making sure the serving is tightly on the nock, tighten the T knob
tightly while holding the U-bracket firmly against the riser stop. Now, double check and make
sure the U-bracket and nock end of wedge are tight against their stop points and the T knob is
tightened.

6) Pointing in a safe direction, take the safety off and squeeze the trigger. You will hear a click.
Your serving is now being supported by the Crossbow Defuser. Holding the crossbow by the
foregrip with one hand, and pointing in a safe direction, unscrew the T knob with your
dominant hand until the string and serving are in the defused/neutral position. Unscrew the T
knob just slightly more, slide back 1/2", tighten, and lift off.

If you are unsure of the above procedure or still have questions, ask a qualified dealer or call our office
at 715-275-4421 or email sales@crossbowdefuser.com
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